2003 acura tl transmission solenoid

Acura TL owners have reported 13 problems related to transmission solenoid under the power
train category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Acura TL based on all problems reported for the TL.
Transmission slips between 3 and 4. Doesn't do this all the time, however; many, many forums
are full of Acura Tl's having transmission solenoid issues. We bought car used , , many cars out
there with the exact same issue which should have been addressed in the 's. See all problems
of the Acura TL. In forward motion, freeway. Car currently reads , miles. Around roughly , miles
the vehicle check engine light began to flash as a result from rpms reaching about 6 on the
cluster rpm display due what felt like slipping into to 3rd or 4th gear. Slipping however usually
results with what I would consider a slamming experience from eventually catching and shifting
into the correct gear. This happened as I was merging onto freeway. Car did not catch gear but
nuetralized until I switched to sport shift mode and displayed 4 gear and the vehicle jetted off.
Cel has remained on and 3rd gear still a issue. Did much maintenance, replacement of
solenoids,fluid flush, etc. Problem solves then returns. This has went on for about 6mon this
last month seemed issue had resolved itself after two more atf flushes in the prior month. This
last week my lady and I coming home from our date night, luckily thats Wednesday hump day
for us, so freeways at am in san diego hold few traffic. I say luckily because going about mph
the car suddenly felt like what slamming into a wall head on at 75 mph must feel like. Jerking us
forward, uninjured due to seatbelts, thank god. The scariest thing however was the fact that in
the far right lane at that speed after the jolt caused the vehicle to neutralize and any accelaration
that would occur would instantly give a less intense jolt but rapidly slowed the vehicle down
making it extremely difficult and drastically increasing our levels of danger of something worse
,as I made my way over to far left side of freeway. Reaching safety I examined vehicle found
nothing visually wrong. After letting car cool and letting warm to normal op. Temp I put vehicle
in sport mode exited freeway and took city streets home only using d2,no problems occurred.
Today repeated the maintenance as before. Runs okay but I'm nervous. I bought this vehicle
used in September and it started having shifting problems shortly afterward. I then discovered
there was a recall 04v on the transmission. The recall states in part that "the dealer will inspect
the transmission to identify gears that have already experienced discoloration due to
overheating. If discoloration exists, the transmission will be replaced. My wife picked up the car
when the work was complete and it ran reasonably well for about a week. On the date noted
above, my daughter drove it home from work and it would not shift out of 3rd gear. Note, it is a 5
speed automatic transmission. She told me she was scared to drive it because of the way it was
acting. I drove it for a short distance the next day and verified her complaint. I am upset
because I feel like Acura let us take an unsafe car out of their maintenance department without
letting us know there was a problem. I called the dealer back and told them about the problem
and asked if they had done the gear inspection and what it had shown. The dealer would not
confirm that the inspection had been completed and would not provide the results of the
inspection. He just stated that "the technician knew what to do for this recall. They listened,
gave me a case no. And told me that someone would call me back within 48 hours. When I
hadn't heard from them for a week, I called and they told me the case worker was at lunch, but
would call me as soon as she got back. I waited all afternoon, but no one called. Now, I feel I
have no alternative, but to file this complaint as Acura has been totally unresponsive. The
vehicle jerk when you shift the gears would slip intermittently while in drive, reverse. The
vehicle was taken to a mechanic. The technician diagnosed that the transmission my ount,the
tcc solenoid and the transmission needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The
approximate failure mileage was , The contact owns a Acura Tl. The contact stated the vehicle
would jerk and the gears would slip intermittently while in drive, reverse or park. The vehicle
was taken to a dealer. The technician diagnosed that the tcc solenoid and the transmission
needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The contact stated that
when driving uphill, the gears would start to spin and the transmission would slip and hesitate.
The contact stated that the failure would mostly occur when the weather was hot. The vehicle
was taken to a mechanic and the contact was told that the transmission needed to be replaced
because the transmission was not strong enough for the v6 engine that was in the vehicle. The
contact had the torque clutch solenoid replaced previously, but the transmission still failed. The
failure mileage was 73, and the current mileage was I purchased the 99 Acura 3. I drove to
charlotte, nc when the check engine light came on. Found out it was for the transmission and
later had it confirmed that the solenoid has the error. Acura says the warranty extension was
their answer to the problem, which never corrected the actual defect. In my case, the car took
almost thirteen years to finally get to the mileage where the transmission fails, though now
Acura says its not responsible. I own a Acura Tl. My transmission is not shifting properly unless
I baby the engine. The problems gets worse as the car heats up and gets hot. The main problem

comes in when shifting from 1st gear to 2nd gear and from 2nd to 3rd as well. Going up hills
from a stop is difficult. I brought it to the dealer and they pulled code p The tech told me that
there are internal solenoids that are receiving the signal to shift, but are not actuating. I've
looked into this problem and saw there is an outstanding recall on this transmission 04v I've
been told by Acura hq and the local dealer that I've been dealing with Acura of avon in avon, CT
and haven't gotten any results. I understand that my car does not fall within this recall, but I
also understand that there is also a class action lawsuit against Acura that describes my exact
problem. Despite Acura's information on VIN number distribution of problematic transmissions,
I believe I have a vehicle that is experiencing the problems covered under either the recall or the
class action lawsuit. This problem occurs everytime I drive the vehicle. I have to keep the
engine at around 2, or 2, rpms until the transmission finally shifts. If I do not lay off the gas, the
transmission will not shift. Vibration leading to a shudder in the front end of a Acura Tl.
Vibration starts at rpm up through rpm at 45 mph through 60 mph. Vibration and shudder is
intermittent in nature and can be quite severe causing you to slow down. Car has been back to
the dealer 3 times since I purchased it in October They have aligned the motor mounts,
balanced the tires, adjusted the solenoid on the transmission and adjusted a heat shield. Still
have the problem. Spoke with Acura client service and was told this is a driving characteristic of
the car but their engineers are working on it. They assigned a case to it b, my case managers
name is ed. At present they have no fix for the problem and I don't feel they know what the
problem is. I have noticed many postings on the internet from other Acura Tl owners having the
same problem. While driving abs, and the ovedrive light appeared on the dashboard and
remained on. Consumer drove the vehicle to the dealer, and mechanic determined that the
solenoid sensor needed to be replaced. Passenger side rear fender and mudd flap damaged.
Tread hit the 5th wheel of the trailor. The vehicle started bucking and fish tailing as tread
separated from the tire in one peice. The tire did not go flat. Both vehicles had to be repaired.
First noticed the failure after parking the car and then putting it into reverse to back out of the
parking lot. Proceeded to drive normally, put the car in d5 automatic mode and noticed hard
abrupt shifts from 1st gear to 2nd gear. Once in high gear and up to around 60mph on the
highway the car suddenly downshifts to what seemed like 1st gear causing the tires to lock up
for about a second and then went back into 5th gear. Fortunately there was no one behind me
following to closely. Continued to drive, only slower this time and it did it again at about 45 mph
this time. I pulled over and called the local dealership Acura of baton rouge, la and had the car
dropped off for repairs. Solenoid replacement didn't solve the problem so he informed me that
they would replace it with a remanufactured transmission. Car would be ready in about a week
and a half. Transmission slipping and reported at dealer said that they did not find a problem,
rotors warped at miles replaced pads and resurfaced rotors, cd player replaced at miles, squeak
in rear suspention due to a leak in the rear right strut at miles, both front seat backpanels loose,
transmission replaced at miles car was at the dealer for 25 days, vsa and check engine light
remained on after transmission replaced. Replaced lock upshift solenoid valved ecu reset,
transmission not shifting properly and slips at miles, door frame peeling at miles replaced door
frame. Cruise control not working at miles, font suspention or steering column making squeaky
noises at miles. Weak bearing installed by manufacturer fell apart, killed shift solenoids and
transmission. Car Problems. Transmission Solenoid problem of the Acura TL 1. Transmission
Solenoid problem of the Acura TL 2. Transmission Solenoid problem of the Acura TL 3.
Transmission Solenoid problem of the Acura TL 4. Transmission Solenoid problem of the Acura
TL 5. Transmission Solenoid problem of the Acura TL 6. Transmission Solenoid problem of the
Acura TL 7. Transmission Solenoid problem of the Acura TL 8. Transmission Solenoid problem
of the Acura TL 9. Transmission Solenoid problem of the Acura TL Automatic Transmission
problems. Transmission Failure problems. Power Train problems. Transmission Gear Slipping
problems. Automatic Transmission Torque Converter problems. Transmission Not Go Into Gear
problems. Noises During Shifting problems. Transmission Slip Out Of Gear problems. Manual
Transmission problems. Vehicle Shudder problems. Placement on Vehicle: Front. Just bolt on,
bleed and top off fluid and ride. Otherwise your shipment will be deferred. We are not
responsible for any shipping lost caused by wrong shipping information. For international
shipment, we do not cover any import taxes or duties. Import tax is charged by the government,
not us. Our item price and shipping cost do not include any import tax which will be charged by
the shipping company when you got the parcel. Please be noted that is not the extra shipping
fee. All tuningfansfeast products have 2 year warranty unless otherwise stated. In the very
unlikely event that you have a problem with our product, please contact us via eBay messages.
If you are unhappy with your purchase for any reason, you can return it to us in an un-used
condition in the original packaging within 30 days of purchase and we'll give you a refund or
exchange. Any parcel without the Return Authorization Number will be rejected. If your item is

faulty or was incorrect, you must contact our sales representative before returning the parcel
and we will endeavour to solve the problem effectively. Video or picture is required to show the
item condition before we issue the Return Authorization Number. Please return your item s in
original packaging and ensure that all packages are securely wrapped. We will not accept
responsibility for loss or damage of goods during transit, please ensure that the insurance
cover option is taken where possible. Upon receipt, all products will be inspected at our
discretion in business days. Then, the updated result will be informed. If you have made a
mistake on purchase and wish to cancel the order before it is dispatched please contact us by
ebay message as quickly as possible. Will this fit my car? We have used the eBay compatibility
list as a guide for buyers to use, but the eBay data system is not accurate and incomplete
sometimes. If there is any uncertain, please use the eBay message to check with our sales first.
How much does delivery cost and how long will it take? If it is not specified, please provide us
your shipping address and zip code via eBay message. For US domestic shipping, the delivery
time is around business days. The international shipment delivery time is around business
days. What payment methods do you accept? We currently only accept payment via PayPal.
You can also use PayPal as a guest and pay using a debit or credit card. When will my order be
dispatched? We will arrange the shipment in 1 business day after the payment is cleared. The
tracking number will be updated on eBay in 24 hours after the shipment. Please notice that
there is no shipment during weekend and holidays. Can I amend my order? Sorry no. Once the
payment is cleared, we cannot amend any item s , quantities, or add or remove items. We are
also unable to change the delivery address. Therefore, please double check all the order
information before making payment. What do I do if I have not received my order? Please simply
contact us via eBay messages, and then, we will get back to you as soon as possible with the
update. Usually, we will follow up every shipment till customers get their order. What do I do if
my product is faulty? Please simply contact us via eBay messages, and then, we will get back to
you as soon as possible. It will speed up the process if you could provide us some pictures or
video to illustrate the issue details. Home contact us promotion. Product Details. If you paid
Item Shipped On Est. Delivery Time Before Apr. From To Service Est. Free 2 Year Warranty: All
tuningfansfeast products have 2 year warranty unless otherwise stated. Easy Return: If you are
unhappy with your purchase for any reason, you can return it to us in an un-used condition in
the original packaging within 30 days of purchase and we'll give you a refund or exchange.
Important notice: 1. Any returned item s without Return authorization number will be rejected.
Please return your item s in original packaging and ensure that all packages are securely
wrapped 3. We will not accept responsibility for loss or damage of goods during transit, please
ensure that the insurance cover option is taken where possible 4. Note: All parcel will be
collected by carrier at am on Monday to Friday. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a
week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home
or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. Solenoids are cylindrical coils of metal wire
that carry electric currents. The solenoid inside the interlock system is what allows you to move
the shifter. When the brake pedal is pressed, the solenoid receives a signal that releases a
mechanical lock on the shifter and allows it to be moved. The shift interlock solenoid also
enables the shifter to be moved from Neutral to Reverse and, from Reverse to Park. If the
solenoid does not receive the brake pedal signal, the shifter will not be released from its current
position. You may not be able to shift out of Park, or if you are in Drive, you may not be able to
shift past Neutral back into Reverse or Park. The shift interlock solenoid does not require
servicing. It is meant to last the lifetime of your car. If your shifter will not come out of Park, or
is stuck in gear, have one of our expert mechanics diagnose the system and replace the shift
interlock solenoid if required. Though it does not present a safety concern, your vehicle is
unusable in many cases until the shift interlock solenoid is repaired. Getting your faulty
interlock solenoid replaced is essential for normal car operation. Estimate price near me.
Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50
point safety inspection. See availability. How it's done: The vehicle battery is disconnected The
defective shift interlock solenoid is removed The new shift interlock solenoid is installed The
battery is reconnected The vehicle is tested and shifter operation is checked. Our
recommendation: The shift interlock solenoid does not require servicing. What common
symptoms indicate you may need to replace the Shift Interlock Solenoid? Shifter w
2007 chevy suburban
atv solenoid wiring diagram
2007 ford expedition fuse diagram
ill not move out of Park Key will not come out of the ignition. How important is this service?
Number of Acura TL services completed. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Acura Jobs.

Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Acura mechanics Real customer reviews
from Acura owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Colby 13 years of experience.
Request Colby. He did the job well and did it fast! Unfortunately couldn't complete one of the
services, but it wasn't due to him it was due to the part we had. Still did a great job, wore a
mask, was very courteous. I would use his services again!! Francisco 10 years of experience.
Request Francisco. He arrived early and finished his work early and did a good job. This is my
second time using Mr. Johnny and he was on time and completed the job in under 2 hours. It
was another great experience. Arrived right on time, work done, courteous and friendly. How
can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Shift Interlock Solenoid Replacement.

